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"Soon enough you'll understand, but for now, just remember, this is our command, not your choice.
All you have to do is be a good girl and do as we tell you. You don't have to want it. You don't have
to like it. But we will do as we think is best and we will pleasure you."Having escaped isolation on
her father's ranch, fiery Sarah Jenkins is determined to avoid the fate of her stepmother, Devney,
who now lives under the domination of her new husband in Liberty, Montana.But Sarah's plans to
flee to the big city run afoul when she encounters the handsome Ericksson brothers.Tag and Garret
aren't like the possessive men of Liberty. As brothers, they agree to share everything, and have
been looking for a woman with a capacity for passion that will enable her to handle two strong lusty
men.When Sarah learns that women who flee Liberty cannot return with their reputations intact, she
agrees to accept her fate of becoming one wife to two husbands.But if submission to one man is
work, submission to two men is an art. As Sarah learns to accept the sexual demands of two
handsome brothers, can she learn to accept the love they have to offer, and return it?Hot menage
adds a new twist to this fourth installment of best-selling "The Montana Maidens" series, making it
no wonder that Vanessa Vale is the hottest rising star in BDSM erotica today.
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The book had 1960 locations on my kindle. The book was about a young virgin, named Sarah and 2
brothers, Tag and Garrett. Sarah was very naive and sheltered. Tag and Garret were selfish,
extremely dominant and looking for the one woman, who would complete them. Sarah ran away
from home, in hopes of seeing the world. She was in the process of trying to remove a chastity belt,
which had been placed upon her, in order to protect her virtue, when she came across the brothers.
They offered to remove the harness, but only, if she agreed to belong to them. Sarah refused, until
she had no other choice. The book contained a few mild spankings, some hot, intimate sex play,
many smoking, detailed, descriptive sex, oral sex and anal sex scenes, which I loved, well anal, not
so much. I did not particularly like the brothers. I wanted them to be more caring and sensitive to
Sarah's needs. The brothers used Sarah, whenever, where ever, they chose. They treated her like,
their own personal sex toy. The Sarah character, blamed herself, when the men, spanked her,
which irritated me.SPOILER ALERT:The brothers forced her to marry the older brother Garrett, the
day, they met. They forced anal drugs upon Sarah, which would enhance, her arousal, and force
her to accept her situation more quickly. They forced her to wear a butt plug, around the clock, and
allowed her to remove it, if and when they chose. They forced her to always have her breasts
uncovered, when walking around the house and the yard.There are 4 books in the "Montana
Maiden Series" all stand alone. Claiming Catherine, Taming Tessa, Dominating Devney and
Submitting Sarah.I would definitely buy another book by this author.

Sarah Jenkins was looking for freedom and to escape the isolation she had endured for most of her
life. With only having her stepmother she is completely alone that is until she find herself in the
company of brothers. What is she to do, she is alone and with no protection. Tagg and Garrett are
brothers who share everything and Sarah having stumbled upon them is now their to do with what
they please. Marriage, sex and the threat of the past is what she is faced with. The men are
completely devoted to Sarah and her training, she may know nothing about mÃ©nage but the men
will definitely show her the delights of a triad. When trouble comes will the men save their Sarah and
when she realizes she loves them will she get the chance to tell them her hearts desire? Vanessa
Vale has another hit series, this series is pure carnality but it's so well written it deserves more then
5 stars. If you have never read her books your missing out on a masterpiece!

Sarah has taken off to determine her own destiny and ends up between a creek and a hard place.
Now she's faced with Garret and Tag who know what the need to keep her safe. But despite the fact
that there are two of them they tread her gently and with care. She quickly responds to them and
finds her own destiny right where she is.

This is the next story in Montana Maidens. We met Sarah in the last story, Dominating Devney.
Sarah is Devneyâ€™s step-daughter. She runs away to find her way alone. Unfortunately, she is still
wearing the chastity belt. When she stops next to a stream to try and wear though the leather with a
sharp stone, she meets up with Garrett and Tagg Ericksson. They are brothers who plan to share a
wife. This book is a little different than the first three. There is more emphasis on love and coaxing
Sarah along. I really liked this one a lot. Iâ€™m wondering if there will be another book? I give this 4
stars.

I'm going to be honest, this series is totally addictive to me. Not sure if it is the submission or what,
but these are great reads. The book is super steamy and always has a twist, but if you appreciate a
little spanking, dominance and submission. This is the book for you.

Sarah ran away from town the moment she could, she did not want to be wed â€“ she wanted to
travel. Her father had kept her isolated on their ranch since she was 12. She is a woman now and
being an unclaimed one, the doctor in town fits her with a chastity belt which she immediately tries
to remove. Discovered attempting to do so, her body on display, she instantly becomes the property
of brothers, Tagg and Garrett who own the land she is on. Despite her protestations, they wed her
the very next day. Together they will train her to submit to both of them. Will she find contentment or
will she still want to run.

This is a series but the book can read as a standalone. To really understand the town of Liberty, MT
and the men and their handling of wives, it is best to read them from the beginning. In book 3 we
met Sarah Jenkins after the death of her father when the men came to the ranch and made Devney,
her step-mother and Sarah wear chastity leather harnesses and place them under protection of the
Doctor. During the night Sarah escaped and finds herself trying to remove the harness when she is
found by Garrett and Tagg Ericksson. They insist she must return with them to their ranch and that
she is now under their protection and even get the Sheriff who can act as Justice of the Peace.
They marry and these brothers make her their wife. The sex scenes in this story are sizzling

between these brothers teaching Sarah about her body and desires and towards a mÃ©nage. The
story and dialogue was entertaining, never was it forceful, but gentle, persuasive coercion.
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